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WELCOME

Welcome to the latest edition of our quarterly 
news.  Although so far the summer has not yet 
given us many sporting successes to celebrate 
and the weather has been a tad unpredictable, 
at least investment markets have been  
reasonably calm, with low market volatility a 
characteristic of 2014.  

Since our last edition we have celebrated our 
launch as Cazenove Charities, holding an  
inaugural Charity Lecture at Tate Modern on 
June 5th. Kate Rogers summarises the points 
made by Danny Truell, CIO of Wellcome Trust, in 
his fascinating talk inside this newsletter. This is 
an event we are looking to repeat annually, so 
any suggestions for potential topics or speakers 
for next or subsequent years are most welcome.

Markets continue to be kind to investors, but as 
Danny highlighted, there will always be  
unanticipated challenges; whether market  
related, the threat of inflation or further cuts in 
public spending. Our job is to help you navigate 
these uncertainties, both through contributing to  
decisions about the asset structure that best 
meets your requirements and manoeuvring 
through the shorter term vagaries  
of the markets.

I do hope that you enjoy the summer and, if not 
before, look forward to seeing many of you at 
our 2014 Charity Forum to be held at the  
Guildhall School of Music on the morning of 
Thursday 4th December.

Giles Neville, Head of Charities

July 2014

QUARTERLYNEWS

In this edition

Giles Neville considers the  

summer in markets and  

announces the date of this year’s 

Charity Forum.

We review current economic and 

market views and what it means 

for our portfolios.

Kate Rogers reports on our  

inaugural Cazenove Charities 

lecture, at which Danny Truell from 

the Wellcome Trust spoke.

We celebrate a wedding, a new 

team member and share news on 

this year’s Charity Forum.



FTSE 100

FTSE 250

+3%

-2%

Mid caps underperform
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SINCE LAST QUARTER

 –  The US Federal Open Market  
Committee (FOMC) suggested that 
tapering of quantitative easing would 
continue at $10bn per month unless 
economic conditions deteriorate

 –  US Q1 GDP was negatively impacted by 
harsh weather conditions and revised 
down to -2.9%, but is expected to 
bounce back in the second quarter

 –  Chinese Q1 2014 GDP slowed to 
+7.4% from +7.7% in Q4 2013

 –  Eurozone unemployment rate remains 
around 11.8% but Spanish  
unemployment fell sizeably  
(-112,000 fewer unemployed)

 –  The consumption tax in Japan resulted 
in manufacturing and services data 
worsening dramatically 

 –  UK consumer price inflation dropped 
more than expected to 1.5% year on 
year, the lowest since September 2009

 –  Conversely UK house prices rose in 
April, up +9.9% over the year, as  
interest rates remain at 0.5%

Higher and higher?...

After a testing start to the year equity markets have 
rebounded in the second quarter with the US market 
reaching new highs.  Underpinning these moves 
were signs of better economic activity in the US and 
ongoing recovery in Europe.  We expect the global 
economic recovery to continue, and are anticipating 
that the growth in the developed world will gradually 
spread to the emerging markets through stronger 
trade.

Looking for income...

Central bankers have also helped sentiment with 
measures to support growth in Europe and  
rhetoric designed to quash concerns of US interest 
rate rises in the near future. Encouraged by this  
apparent central bank commitment to low interest 
rates, and the low level of equity market volatility,  
investors have resumed their search for yield.  This 
has aided property and income biased equity fund 
returns and is likely to continue to be supportive in 
the future.

Implications for markets

The economic environment remains positive for equity 
markets.  However, as valuations push higher we ex-
pect to see an increase in dispersion of returns within 
markets and a pick up in volatility.  Equities remain 
our favoured asset class but we see scope for profit 
taking in the US and UK and a rotation towards those 
markets which have lagged the rally.   

As a result we are becoming more interested in 
Emerging Market equities.  We continue to like 
property for the attractive income characteristics and 
struggle to find value in bond markets at these levels.  
Absolute return funds are included in portfolios to 
dampen volatility, as an alternative to cash and bonds.
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Sources: Datastream, Total return in GBP. Active managers represented by IMA UK All Companies sector. 

Indexes as follows; UK Equity market and ‘Equity’, FTSE All-Share; Bonds, FTA Govt All Stocks; Property, 

IPD; Commodities, Rogers Intl Commodity Index (USD); Emerging markets, MSCI Emerging Markets.
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MONTHLY MARKET UPDATE

Diversification adds valueEmerging market bounce back
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New beginnings and inspiring thoughts…

To mark the launch of our new, enlarged charity team, in June 
we hosted an inaugural Cazenove Charities lecture, gathering at 
the Tate Modern to hear Danny Truell’s thoughts on managing 
charity investments.  For those of you who don’t know Danny, 
he is the rather inspiring and scarily intelligent Chief Investment 
Officer of the Wellcome Trust, responsible for an eye watering 
£17bn of assets. 

But what relevance would his thoughts on investments have to 
us, mere mortals, looking after often much smaller charity  
investment pots?  Not much you might think, but you would 
be wrong.  These were my key ‘take aways’ from his words of 
investment wisdom.

 – Watch out for the risks

No foundations have the right to exist forever, and many will not 
be fortunate enough to receive any more donations (Wellcome 
Trust was founded on a single donation).  Life threatening  
factors for charity investment portfolios include inflation,  
concentration and liquidity.  We need to avoid falling foul of 
these risks in order to have the opportunity to grow.

 – Diversify… but not too much

Our investments shouldn’t be over-concentrated in one or two 
or ten assets, but also not over-diversified into hundreds or we 
end up back at the average.  

 – Don’t get caught out with your cash flow

Cash flow risk is a significant threat and if we have only one 
spreadsheet, it should be the one analysing the cash in and 
cash out of our organisation.

 – Benefit from charity longevity

We should seek to take advantage of our fortunate position as 
long term investors, where we are free to hold assets for a very 
long time, in order to get improved returns.  

 – Use all of the charity’s assets

Think about our charity’s assets in the broadest sense,  
including our trustees and other stakeholders.  Be creative 

about our investment portfolios and how stakeholders might 
be able to help gain access to investment opportunities or offer 
advice to improve returns.  

 – Be responsible and engaged

We can use our shareholdings and our charity’s reputation to 
engage with the companies in which we invest, to encourage 
long term improvement in corporate governance.

 – Practise what we preach

Our own governance structures should be robust and effective.  
Our charity committees should be made up of individuals with 
complementary skills and external members should be  
welcomed to fill any gaps.  We need to work hard to engage 
our committees, so that they feel involved in the day to day 
charity activities, not just informed by six monthly papers.

So there you go.  Easy right?  A check list to ensure that all 
of our charities reach the giddy heights of the Wellcome Trust.  
Perhaps not.  But a sensible list of aspirations that we can 
probably all relate to in some way.  New beginnings provide 
opportunities to revisit and refresh.  I am sure that my Cazenove 
Charities colleagues and I will be seeking out inspiring thoughts 
such as these to allow us to continue to challenge and grow.

For a full summary of the Lecture, please visit our website.

Kate Rogers reports on our inaugural Cazenove Charities lecture

CHARITY LECTURE

New beginnings provide  
opportunities to revisit and refresh

The Drapers’ Company is one of 112 livery companies, ranking 
third among the ‘Great Twelve’. This year it celebrates 
650 years since the award of its first Royal Charter 
by Edward III in 1364.

Nick Bence-Trower, Portfolio Director at Cazenove 
Charities was elected Master in July, a post he will 
hold for the next 12 months, following in the footsteps 
of four generations of the Trower family.

“My father introduced me to the Drapers’ 
Company and I was immediately impressed 

by the fraternity of the organisation and their overriding  
charitable purpose, which is ‘to be an enduring force for good’.”

50% of the Drapers’ Company philanthropy goes towards 
the support of the 30 establishments which make up 

the Drapers’ family of schools. 20% of their grant 
supports heritage with focus on textiles while 30% 
is directed towards the relief of need. 

JACK OF ALL TRADES, MASTER OF ONE

an enduring force for good



CONTACT US

TEAM NEWS UPCOMING EVENTS

CHARITY FORUM 2014

Giles Neville 

Head of Charities

Tel: 020 7658 6975 

giles.neville@schroders.com

Edward Harley 

Head of Business 

Development, Charities

Tel: 020 3479 0102 

edward.harley@cazenovecapital.com

John Gordon 

Head of Common  

Investment Funds

Tel: 020 3479 0103 

john.gordon@cazenovecapital.com

Kate Rogers 

Head of Policy, Charities  

Co-Manager of Charity  

Multi-Asset Fund

Tel: 020 7658 2480 

kate.rogers@schroders.com

We congratulate Nancy Kilpatrick on her wedding to Will in 
July. Family and friends enjoyed a Chinese themed evening at 
The Stationers’ Hall after a church service in the City of London.

We say farewell to Sarah Cotton after 3 years in the Charities 
team. Sarah joined Schroders’ Graduate programme after an 
internship but has now decided to take time out to travel.

We welcome Belinda Martin to the team as a Client Service 
Executive. Bel will be supporting the Portfolio Managers in their 
day to day management of charity relationships.

Nick Bence-Trower became Master Draper in July. The  
Drapers’ Company supports schools, 180 almshouses around 
London and military charities throughout the country.

We say farewell to Nurten Baykal after over 15 years in the 
Charities team.  Nurten joined in November 1999 and ran 
much of the administration of our common investment funds 
and contributed to our business development. She will be 
greatly missed and leaves with our very best wishes and 
thanks.

SEPTEMBER
17TH - ADVANCED TRUSTEE TRAINING, LONDON 
Our annual trustee training calendar continues with our advanced 
session including presentations on asset classes, manager  
selection and economic outlook.

OCTOBER
29TH - CHARITY MULTI-ASSET FUND LUNCH 
We host a bi-annual lunch for those interested or invested in the 
Charity Multi-Asset Fund. Kate Rogers and Tom Montagu-Pollock 
will review the fund and share their thoughts for 2015.

DECEMBER
4TH - CHARITY FORUM 
The 10th Annual Charity Forum will take place at the Guildhall 
School of Music and Drama, London. With a musicial theme, 
the morning conference will include a series of presentations on 
investment topics relevant to the charity sector.

For more information about our events or to register, please visit 
www.cazenovecapital.com/charities/events

SAVE THE DATE! This year’s Charity 
Forum will take place on the  
4th December at the Guildhall School 
of Music and Drama.

Details are still being finalised, but expect 
our usual morning agenda of speakers, 
who will present on a range of investment 
topics, this year with a musical theme.

Details and the opportunity to register will 
follow in September.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The opinions contained herein are those of the Charity team at Cazenove Capital Management and do not necessarily represent the House View. This 

document is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any respect. The material is not intended 

as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, 

accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Information herein is believed to be reliable but Cazenove Capital Management does 

not warrant its completeness or accuracy. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact or opinion. This does not exclude or restrict any duty or 

liability that Cazenove Capital Management has to its customers under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended from time to time) 

or any other regulatory system. 

Cazenove Capital Management is a trading name of Schroder & Co. Limited. Registered Office at 31 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7QA. Registered 

number 2280926 England. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential 

Regulation Authority. For your security, communications may be taped and monitored.
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For more information on any of the articles or to sign up to  
receive this newsletter regularly, contact: 

Joanna Barton  |  020 7658 3104  | joanna.barton@schroders.com

Charity Times Awards Winner - Investment Manager 2013

Contact details for the entire team are available on our website: www.cazenovecapital.com/charities/meet-the-team

“The longevity in providing services 

to charities, the rigour of their  

process and excellent performance 

in the last year is highly evident.”

We are also pleased to have been shortlisted, as the combined 
team of Cazenove Charities and Schroders Charities for the 
award again in 2014.


